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NEW LARCH TIMBER
collection

 from Jagram
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For our new product line, we use the beautiful larch wood, which does not 
require preservatives and is naturally durable. It is from this material that 
the Italians made the poles on which Venice stands. The lack of harmful 
preservatives is especially important for vegetable pots.
In addition, larch wood is the hardest and most mechanically resistant 
wood of conifers.
But this material is not only practical - it also has an unusual warm colour.

Larch - a noble, durable and resistant wood.
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Lux Maggie
Deep Root Planter

Maggie
Vegplanter

Classical version Planter with elegant and classy black railing.  

2 0 2 3

Lux Maggie Vegplanter
Black Frame

Deep root  planter - allows for longer
vegetable roots. 

Maggie vegetable planters
are ideal for growing vegetables and herbs. No need to bend down

when working. They have a large growing area and come in different versions
- 2 depths, 3 lengths and optional classic black railing.  

Each version is made from kiln dried larch and is suitable
for courier delivery. 

Larch Home Garden

Extremely sturdy, yet lightweight elevated planter for herbs and flowers.
Suitable for both gardens and balconies. No need to bend down when working.

Durable liner and drainage pipe guarantee longevity. 
Made with kiln dried larch, courier delivery friendly. 

Provence larch 
p lanter 

52118M   h83 x 40 x 80

52170M   h80 x 80 x 120

52171M   h80 x 80 x 160

52172M   h80 x 80 x 240
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Larch Obelisk

2 0 2 3

A solid support for climbing plants to add height and perspective
to the garden. A great feature to enhance the classic style of the garden.

Available in small and large sizes. Both versions are packaged
in handy, courier-friendly boxes. 

Kiln dried larch. 

Aquatic Planter

Very sturdy planter with heavy duty, waterproof infill.
Walls assembled without tools or nails – t&g boards mortised one into another at corners.

Kiln dried larch, courier delivery friendly.

52167M   h59 x 90 x 90 

52168M   h59 x 120 x 90 

52169M   h59 x 120 x 120

21767   h140 x 50 x 50

21769   h180 x 65 x 65

21770   h175 x 70 x 70
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2 0 2 3

Luxury 
Tongue&Groove

Raised Bed

Walls assembled without tools or nails – t&g boards 
are mortised one into another at corners. 
Kiln dried larch, courier delivery friendly. 

Heavy Duty Veggie 
Bed (rectangular)

Raised beds for easy cultivation and high crops. Available in many sizes
with a large cultivation area. Robust and easy to assemble. 

Kiln dried larch. 

Heavy Duty Veggie 
Bed (trapezoid)

Larix Planter 
with Panel

Elegant and solid planter with panel in slatted construction. 
Kiln dried larch, courier delivery friendly. Available with accessories such 

as seat, cushion, wheels, hanging benches and others.

Larix DIY 
Panel

Slatted panel with slats mounted on one side, without frame,
supplied in 3 or 2 pre-assembled parts.   

Kiln dried larch, courier delivery friendly. 

Eco Raised
Bed

Available in many sizes and shapes. Allow many 
modular combinations. Provide ideal growing 
conditions for vegetables, herbs and flowers.  

Kiln dried larch, courier delivery friendly. 

052150M   h180 x 90 x 46

052151M   h120 x 90 x 46

21561M   h120 x 90

21560M   h180 x 90

52173M   h31 x 90 x 90

52174M   h31 x 120 x 90

52175M   h31 x 120 x 120

52184M   h20 x 120 x 120

52185M   h20 x 120 x 240

52180M   h20 x 40 x 80

52182M   h20 x 80 x 120

52181M   h20 x 80 x 80

52183M   h20 x 80 x 160

52070   h120 x 80 x 80

52071   h160 x 80 x 80

52072   h190 x 120 x 80

52073   h290 x 120 x 80

52074   h390 x 120 x 80
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Dimaro DIY
Panel

Slatted panel with slats mounted on one side, without frame,
supplied in 3 or 2 pre-assembled parts. Creates a coherent

partition wall. Enhances the look of any modern garden. 
Kiln dried larch, courier delivery friendly. 

Panel planter made of strong 18 mm thick horizontal slats in a diamond shape.
Panel without frame, supplied in 3 or 2 pre-assembled parts.

An ideal partition wall or simply a beautiful feature for your patio or garden. 
Kiln dried larch, courier delivery friendly. 

Dimaro Planter 
with Panel

Dimaro Planter

Elegant and solid planter in slatted construction. 
Kiln dried larch, courier delivery friendly. 

Larch Wooden
Deck Tiles

Durable and decorative. Ideal for creating a beautiful deck
or balcony or garden walkway.

2 0 2 3

52131   h120 x 89

52130   h180 x 89

52133   h120 x 59

51232   h180 x 59

21603M   h120 x 59

21602M   h120 x 89

21601M   h180 x 59

21600M   h180 x 89

51175   h37 x 59 x 36

50921M   40 x 40
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Larix Slatted Panel

Slatted Panel with slats mounted on one side, strong, rebated frame and 
attractive contemporary look. Small distances between slats offer privacy,

yet light and air flow through. 
Kiln dried larch.

Venetian Fixed  
Shutter Panel

Larix Double Slatted
Panel

Double Slatted Panel with slats mounted alternately on the front 
and back of the panel. Allows for maximum privacy. 

Kiln dried larch. 

Venetian-style louvered panel with angled slats. 
This contemporary design panel offers privacy, airflow and partial

light penetration at the same time. 
Kiln dried larch. 

2 0 2 3

21552M   h180 x 60

21551M   h180 x 90

21550M   h180 x 180

21570M   h180 x 180

22322-MO   h180 x 60

22321-MO   h180 x 90

22320-MO   h180 x 180
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Larch Roof
Shingles

Wheelie
Bin Cover

Packaging
Example

Package under maximum dimensions
of 60 x 40 x 120 cm and 31 kg weight

Finial

Product

Assembly instructions

Accessories

Flat cut wooden roof and cladding tiles.  Ideal for gazebos, pavilions, sheds and carports.
Regular shingles 10 mm thick and 100 mm wide create an attractive and durable roof. 

Wooden deck tiles. Larch.  Durable and decorative.
Ideal for creating a beautiful deck or balcony or garden walkway. 

Smart packaging starts at Jagram with product design. We strive for safe delivery
and the smallest possible packaging to reduce costs and enable courier delivery,

but also to minimise the carbon footprint of transport.

Wheelie bin cover made of smooth, durable larch timber.
Available in single and double version. 

Kiln dried larch. 

2 0 2 3

15300M   10 x 100 x 350

50315M   78 x 92 x 122

50316M   156 x 92 x 122
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info@jagram.co.uk
www.jagram.co.uk

www.jagramcatalogue.co.uk
www.jagramgroup.com


